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A two-dimensional, two-phase, radial, horizontally 
layered water coning simulator was programmed for large 
ii 
memory digital computers. A permeability sealing technique 
is developed which allows the use of large size blocks as 
production blocks. As a result of this technique large time 
steps have been used without causing saturation instabilities 
around the well bore and the permeability scaling technique 
allows a more realistic simulation of a water cone. 
The IMPES method is used to calculate pressure and 
saturation in the system for each finite time step. The be-
haviour of the simulator is studied for various factors 
affecting the advance of a water cone in a reservoir. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Water con1ng into producing oil wells is often a problem 
1n oil reservoirs underlain by bottom water (See Figure 1). 
In its broadest sense, water coning takes place due to pressure 
gradients established around the well bore due to oil produc-
tion, which causes the flow potential 1n the oil zone to drop 
to a lower value than the flow potential in the water zone. 
If vertical permeability exists, this difference in flow potent-
ial raises the water oil contact near the well bore where the 
gradients are most severe. 
Gravity forces caused by the density difference of the 
fluids counteract the dynamic and imbibing capillary pressure 
gradients. As the combined effect of dynamic forces and cap-
illary pressure exceeds the gravitational force, the water 
advances towards the well and eventually breaks through in it. 
A two-dimensional, two-phase mathematical model was de-
veloped for this study to simulate water coning in petroleum 
reservoirs. The first step in developing this model consist-
ed of deriving a partial differential equation suitable for 
describing the pressure distribution in a two-dimensional 
system. The derivation of the equation allowed the simultan-
eous flow of two slightly compressible phases. These partial 
differential equations were then expressed as finite difference 
equations with respect to both the space and time variables. 
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I WATER 
FIGURE l. DIAGRAMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF WATER CONING 
2 
to accommodate the finite difference form of the equations. 
The simulator provides for variable size rectangular blocks 
on the face of a vertical section. 
3 
The difference equations are written for each block ln 
the system and this yields a tridiagonal matrix for each row 
and column of the model. The Alternating Direction Implicit 
Procedure (ADIP) is used to compute the pressure distribution 
ln the system at each time level. 
From this pressure distribution, the saturations of both 
phases in each block are updated by an explicit method. The 
computation of pressure and saturation yields values which 
describe the advance of water in the system for each finite 
time step. 
An extrapolation technique for determination of relative 
permeability was used and its effect on saturations of fluids 
in the system was studied. This is based on the techniques 
described by MacDonald and Coats and Letkeman and Ridings. 
Representation of an actual producing well by very 
small blocks requires the use of very small time steps; other-
Wlse, severe saturation instabilities will develop around the 
well bore. This phenomenon has been encountered by earlier 
investigators and is due to the fact that, for reasonable 
production rates and economically feasible time step sizes, 
the small blocks around the well bore are desaturated several 
hundred times. Different techniques have been suggested to 
overcome this problem. A discussion of these can be found in 
Chapter II. 
4 
A permeability scaling technique is developed as a result 
of this study. By this technique it is possible to use re-
latively large blocks to represent an oil well which permits 
a corresponding larger time step size without causlng un-
due saturation changes around the well bore. 
The simulator has been used to study the effects of 
various factors, such as production rate, horizontal to 
vertical permeability ratio and oil viscosity on the growth 
of a water cone in the reservoir. 
5 
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Muskat & Wyckoff 1 are the first authors to develop a 
quantitative approach to the phenomenon of water conlng. In 
their rather idealized approach, the authors have consider-
ed one phase (oil) flow in the system & predict the position 
of the advancing cone uslng a single phase oil flow equation. 
This is achieved by balancing the dynamical forces, caused 
by a potential drop at the well, with the gravitational forces 
due to the density difference between oil & water. Under 
these conditions the water cone would stablize after rising 
a certain height. This stablized cone height would depend 
upon the production rate. 
2 Arthur has presented a graphical solution to Muskat's 
potential equation. R V d M d 3 h . 1' osales, era an en oz ave slmp l-
fied the graphical approach by constructing nomographs. 
Leverett, Lewis & True 4 have tried laboratory investigations 
of water coning by dimensionally scaling laboratory models. 
These authors, however, did not indicate any success in find-
lng critical cone heights & maximum pressure differentials 
for water free production. 
5 Downey has done coning studies on a scaled model. 
His two phase coning studies indicate that the cone shape 
will be steeper in the actual cases than the shape predicted 
by Muskat's theory. 
Douglas, Peaceman & Rachford 6 7 Coats et al and 
6 
Blair and Peaceman 8 have discussed the application of numer-
ical methods to the solution of two phase flow in both one 
& two dimensions. Each of these authors have stressed the 
importance of the relative permeability & capillary pressure 
behaviour in describing multiphase flow in porous media. 
9 Fagin & Stewart have developed a two-dimensional, three 
phase reservoir simulator to study complex production problems, 
but the authors have neglected the effects of capillary pres-
sure. 
In recent years a number of papers have been published 
on the use of simulation techniques to study water coning. 
10 Welge & Weber have developed an elliptical equation to 
simulate two-phase, two-dimensional flow in porous media. 
The solution of this equation was tried using the techniques 
developed by Douglas, Paceman and Rachford. Mehta & Pirson 11 
have used the Welge & Weber equations to develop a computer 
program to study remedial measures to prevent or retard 
water coning. The authors have put severe restrictions on 
the saturation changes around the well bore after water 
break-through. According to their study, the circulation 
of oil as a hydraulic doublet placed at the production inter-
val is more suitable than other techniques, such as reinjec-
tion of oil below the perforations, production of water from 
the underlying aquifer through a double string, and the pre-
sence of horizontal impermeable barrier such as a cement 
pancake. 
12 Recent authors like McDonald and Coats Letkeman and 
7 
R .d. 13 . . 14 l lng and Blalr and Welnaug have suggested the use 
of implicit techniques for calculating saturations G mobili-
ties. Their findings indicate that implicit techniques give 
much better results than the conventional explicit methods of 
saturation determination. They have also shown that the use 
of implicit techniques reduces instabilities due to severe 
saturation changes around the well bore, thus, allowing a 
much large time step to be used. 
Cutler and Rees 15 have used a two-dimensional, two phase 
model to simulate water conlng ln the Creek Reservoir, North 
Antioch Field, Oklahoma. This model matches water cut histor-
les and predicts future performance. This study also points 




A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 
The model used in this study 1s a radial type represent-
lng a circular reservoir having a production well at its 
center. The model is divided into one hundred blocks, ten 
vertical segments and ten horizontal layers. The thickness 
of each layer, both horizontal and vertical may be different 
so that each block will have a different bulk volume. The 
water oil contact is within the model and it can be placed 
in any block. For the present study, both the water-oil 
contact and the model are horizontal and the water zone oc-
cupies the bottom layer of blocks. 
The producing blocks are at the center of the model & 
any number of blocks in the column can be produced depending 
upon the well penetration desired. Figure 2 shows a cut away 
vertical section of the model. This vertical section will 
represent the saturation and pressure distribution in the en-
tire circular reservoir. All the blocks in the system can 
have different horizontal and vertical permeabilities, as 
well as different porosities. However, in the present study, 
porosity was assumed constant throughout the model. Pro-
visions have been made to simulate both bottom water drives 
and flank water drives. 
• 
FIGURE 2. TOP ELEVATION AND A CUT-AWAY SECTION 
OF THE MODEL 
9 
10 
B. DEVELOPMENT OF THEORY 
1. Difference Equation. 
Consider a small block in a radial system such as shown 
ln Figure 3. Darcy's law for describing fluid flow ln 




a<I> K a<I> 
A x - _y A ___:y_ 
x -ax: ~ y ay 
Where x and y represent the horizontal and vertical 
directions respectively. <I> is potential in Atm. 
(1) 
The face area in the horizontal direction is circular 
and is calculated at the midpoint of the block. (Figure 3) 
Thus, a block having a radial distance of r. from the 
J 
center of the well bore to the center of the block will 
have an area in the horizontal direction as: 
(A ) .. =2nr.6Y. (la) X l,J J lo 
Figure 4 shows the grid indexing. The face area ln the verti-
cal direction will be 
(lb) 
* All symbols are defined in NOMENCLATURE. 
ll 
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By making a mass balance based on Equation(l)and 
dividing both sides of the equation by formation volume 
factor to express fluids flow at standard conditions, 









- _y A 
11 i3 y 
3\P p y s 
aY 
The mass rate of accumulation in the block lS, 
( 2) 
Rate of Accumulation = Mass Rate In - Mass Rate Out. (3) 
Expressing the Mass Rate In term; 
Mass Rate In = 
Similarly; 
Mass Rate Out = Mass Rate In + a! (Mass Rate)x Ax + 
3 ~ (Mass Rate)y Ay. 
Therefore; 
Mass Rate In - Mass Rate Out 




standard cc/sec and multiplying by the standard density 
13 
(p ) in gms/std. cc, g1ves the mass ga1n from an external 
s 
source, 1.e., an injection well. Combining this term in 
14 
the "Mass Rate In" term and realizing that negative injection 
lS defined as production, yields the mass balance as a sum 
of the flux terms, which may be expressed as follows: 
K P 
y s A 
)J s y 
a <I> 
a~} t).Y+psQinj. (5) 
'1 
Expanding right hand side (R.H.S.) of Equation (3) 
yield; 
Rate of Accumulation= 8;CPore VolumJrx Saturation x ps/S). 
( 6) 
Equating Equations (3) and (6) and cancelling p from 
s 






~} t).Y+Q .. =P.V."ta (s/S). ln] a 
( 7) 
Expanding the time derivative, applying the chain 
rule, and multiplying through by S yields: 
S A 
X 
(P.V.) aCs) aCS) aP at - (P.V.)(S) -af at 
a <I> 
"'yy} !). y + s Q . . = 
a lnJ 
( 8) 
At this stage, no fluid phase assignment has been made. 
15 
Since only two phases, water and oil, are being considered, 
let the subscripts 'o' and 'w' represent the oil and water 
phases, respectively. After subscripts have been assigned, 
the two equations for oil and water phases are added to 
yield a potential equation accounting for the mobility of 
both phases. 
K aci> K aq, 
S A a { wy wy} AY Q A a { oy oy} AY w y aY ~ aY u +~o y ax ~ 0 S 0 ax il + 
Defining ci> and cl> terms: 
w 0 
q, = p 
w w 
0. 00096714~':. (p Z), 
w 
( 9 ) 
(10) 
where P lS the pressure ln the water phase and Z lS the 
w 
vertical distance to the center of the block from the datum 
level. To determine the meaning of a phase pressure, con-
sider the capillary pressure relationship; 
* For derivation of unit converslon constant see Appendix -
D. 





where P lS the capillary pressure and P lS the pressure 
c 0 
in the oil phase. By defining the dependent variable as 
the pressure (P) in the oil phase, 
and, 
p - p 
0 
p = p - p 
w c 
The phase ·potentials may be written as: 
~ = P- P - 0.00096714•(p Z) 
w c w 





Substituting these results into Equation (9) yields: 
K ~) K aP K acp z a { ( wx ( wx c ) ( wx w ) SWAX ax - ax - ]Jw(3w ax 1lwBw ax ]Jw(3w 
a 
K E) K a Cp z a +(3 A 
ax 
{ ( ox 
-





oy aP) _ C oy 
lloso ay 11 Q ,.... ,....o)Jo 
8Cp Z 
a~ )} + {BwQwinj + SoQoinj} 
= { _ P.V. S aso _ P.V. S asw } 8P 
B0 o aP sw w aP at 
(14) 
t 0 The preved1ng partial differential Equation (PDE) is 
far too complex to solve by classical methods. Thus, a 
numerical approach 1s necessary; i.e., a finite difference 
equation analogous to the PDE must be written. First, 
consider the term 
8P} !:::.x 
dX (15) 
and expand it about some point (i,j) 1n the grid system. 
The mid-point in each block is defined as the pressure lo-
cation for calculating the pressure gradients. 
A o o , K 0 0 1 { X1,] + ~ WX1,] + ~ 
(lJ s ) 0 0 1 
w w 1,] + ~ 
X 
(Pi,j+l- Pi,j) _ Axi,j-~ Kwxi,j-~C--p~i~,~~~o--P~i,,~j~-~1--) } 
f..x]o+l - f..xj (lJ B ) o o 1 l:::.x]-!:::.xj-1 
- w w 1,]-~ 2 
2 (l5a) 
After simplification, Equation (15) can be expressed 1n the 
form: 
(16) 
ap n+~ n+~ n+~ 
-} !:::.x=AWlo oPo o l + BWlo oPo o + CWl. oPo o+l ax 1,] 1,]- 1,] 1,] 1,] 1,] 
Where: 
-S .. {(2K /]J (3 ) •• 1A .. 1} 
Awl Wl,J WX W W l,J-~ Xl,J-~ i,j= (~xj+~xj-1) 
S .. {(2K /].1 (3 ) •• 1A · . 1} CWl - Wl,J wx w w l,J+~ Xl,J+~ 
i,j= (~xj+l ~xj) 




In the same way the other terms in the (L.H.S.) of 
Equation (14) can be expanded around the point (i,j) to 
yield: 
K CJP 
(3 a { wx A c } A = W dX 0 ax uX ]lwf.Jw x 
n+k AW2. . P . 2 • l + BW2. . l l,] Cl,]- l,J-
n+k n+k P . 2 • + CW3 P . 2 • Cl,J Cl,]+l (17) 
In the present study, the datum level was assumed at the 
top of the first row of blocks (l,j) and to accommodate 
this assumption the differential of Z was replaced by ~Z, 
18 
which is the vertical distance from the assumed datum level 
to the center of the block (i,j). The gravity term is 
then: 
CJCp Z 
Clxw } = n+k AW3 .. (Cp ~Z). ~ l + BW3 .. l,J w l,J- l,J 
19 
(cp AZ)n_+~.2 + ( )n+~ 
W u l,J CW3 •. Cp f>Z . "+l l,] w l,J 
(18) 
Similarly, equations can be developed for the oil phase 
realizing that only subscripts have to be changed from 'w' 
to 'o' and there will be no capillary pressure term in oil 
phase. 
The injection term can be written as follows. Define: 
QTERM = {a Q •• + B Q .• } f-'0 OlD] W WlnJ (19) 
In the above equation, B and B are evaluated at the old 0 w 
time level. So: 
= S ( pn) ' 
0 




The injection terms are the average rates of fluid injection 
at standard conditions into the injection blocks between 
time levels (n) 
Nn+l 
Qoinj= 
and, Q . . = WlnJ 
0 
f>t 






Collecting terms ln the same sequence as they appear 
20 
1n the difference Equation (14), yields the following ex-
press1on: 
n+k n+k n+k n+k AWl .. P. ?- 1 +BWl .. P. ?- +CWl .. P. ?-+ 1 +AWl .. P . 
2
• l l,J l,J- l,J l,J l,] l,J l,J Cl,J-
n+l n+~ n+~ 
+BWl .. P .. +CWl .. P .. +1 +AWl .. (Cp f:.Z) .. l + l,J Cl,J l,J Cl,J 1,] W l,J-
n+k n+k n+k BWl .. (Cpf:.Z). ~+CWl .. (Cpf:.Z). ~+l+AOl .. P. ~l l,J w l,J l,J w l,J l,J l,J-
n+k n+k n+k n+k 
+BOl .. P. ~+COl .. P. ~+l+AOl .. (Cp f:.Z). ?- 1 +BOl .. (Cp f:.Z). ?-l,J l,J l,J l,J l,J 0 l,J- l,J 0 l,J 
n+k n+l n+l 
+COl .. (Cp f:.Z). ~ l +AW2 .. P.+l .+BW2 .. P .. + l,J 0 l,J- l,] l ,] l,J l,J 
CW2 Pn+l AW2 Pn+l BW2 Pn+l +CW2 Pn:l. + 
i-l,j+ i,j ci+l,j+ i,j ci,j Cl,J 
n+l n+l n+l AW2 .. (Cp D.Z).+l .+BW2(Cp D.Z) .. +CW2(Cp f:.Z). l . 
l 'J w l 'J w l 'J w l- 'J 
n+l n+l n+l n+l 
+ AO 2 . . P. + l . + BO 2 . . P. . + C 0 2 . . P. l . + AO 2 . . ( C p f:. Z ) . + l . l,J l ,] l,J l,J l,J l- ,] l,J 0 l ,] 
n+l n+l p v aso 
+ BO 2 . . ( C p D. Z) . . +CO2 ( C p f:. Z) . l . = {- S ' S ~p -l,J 0 l,J 0 l- ,] 0 0 0 
(20) 
Define: 
~tl (P~+~- p~ .)={- P.V. S aso- P.V. S asw} aP (21) 
u l,J l,J 80 o aP sw w aP at 
Collecting the coefficients of the like pressure terms 
yield: 
n+"k: (AWl .. +AOl .. )P. ~ 1 +CBWl .. +BOl. l,J l,J l,J- l,J l,J Gl )P~+~ + 6t/2 l,J 
n+~ n+l (CWl .. +COl .. )P. "+l+(AW2 .. +A02 .. )P .. l,J l,J l,J l,J l,J l,J + 
= 
Gl n ( 
6 t/ 2 Pi,j - QTERMinj - Rest of the term 1n the L.H.S. 
of Equation (20)). (22) 
Let, 
AH . = (AWl . + A 0 l . . ) (23) l,J l,J l,] 
AV. = (AW2. . + AO 2. . ) l,] l,J l,J (23a) 
and 
CH. = (CWl. +COl .. ) l,J l,J l,J (24) 
CV .. = (CW2 .. + C02 .. ) l,J l,J l,J (24a) 
21 
22 
2. Coefficients of the difference equation 
(a) Development of AH, AV and CH, CV 
The development of the coefficient AH .. 1s shown below 
1,] 
From this, the form of the backward difference vertical 
coefficient, AV .. , will be obvious. 
1,] 
K A K A 2 { X X 0 X AH .. = ~ +~ B .. ( B ) .. l/2+B .. ( B ) .. 1/2} 1,] xj xj-l wl,J ~w w 1,]- o1,J ~w w 1,]-
(25) 
The fluids are slightly compressible and reasonable varia-
tions in pressure yields very small changes in their forma-
tion volume factor. Thus it can be assumed that: 
s -s (25a) 
wi,j- wi,j-1/2 ' 
and, 
(25b) 
Substituting this relationship into Equation (25) results 
in cancellation of the formation volume factors. Further 
assum1ng that the viscosity gradients are negligible due 








( 2 6) 
The conductivity term, KA is a function of absolute permea-
bility, saturation, and cross-sectional area. The following 
discussion is intended to clarify the manner of usage of 
the parameter in the model. 
Effective Permeability = Absolute Permeability x Relative 
Permeability. (27) 
or, 
K = K · K (27a) w rw 
Substituting Equation (27) into Equation (26), and factor-
ing out total permeability, yields: 
AH .. = 
l 'J 
( A K ) . . 1 2 X X l,]-"2 
(~X.+~. l) J ]-
(28) 
It is convenient to group the parameters which are only 
spatially variant as a single variable. This variable, 




HKV. . = ( !::, ) l,J !J.Y.+ Y. l 
l l-
Thus, Equation (28) becomes 
AH .. -
l 'J 
HKH .. l l,]-
!J.x. 
K . . I { rol,J-l 2 + 
11oi,j 
K . • I 
rwl,J-1 2 } 
J 
Similarly: 
HKVi+l,j {Kroi+ll2,j AV .. = 
l,J !J.Yi lloi,j 
11wi, j 





There are numerous methods in use for averaglng re-
servoir and fluid properties. These different approaches 
often yield values of an average parameter which varies 
considerably for the same starting values. The easiest 
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and most widespread method is the arithmetic average. This 
lS sufficient for many properties, but may fail completely 
to maintain the proper flow rate-pressure drop relationship 
if used for averaging permeabilities. The most realistic 
approach is the series averaging technique, which is used 
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K2A2llP 2 (3lc) 2 )lilx 2 
Q = KAllPt t yllxt (3ld) 
Where llxt=llx1 +llx 2 and area, A, is at the interface between 





K = (33) 
Superimposing the model subscripting conventions into 
Equation (33) yields: 
K. . K. . + 1A. . A. . + l ( llx . +!Sf.. + l) K = l,J l,J l,J l,J J J 
i ' j + ~ A . . 1 { ll X • K . . + lA . . + 1 + ll X • + 1 K . . A . . } l,J+~ J l,] l,] J l,] l,] 
(34) 
Substitution of this result into Equation (29) yields: 
2 K . . K . . + 1Ax . . + 1Ax . . HKH .. -
l,] 
l,] l,J l,J l,] 
{ 6 x . . K . . + 1Ax . . + 1 + 6 x . . + 1 K . . Ax . . } l,] l,] l,J l,] l,] l,] 
Similarly: 
2K .. K. l .Ay· .Ay. l · l,] l- ,] l,] l- ,] HKV .. = 
l,] { 6 Y . . K. l . Ay . l . + b:.X • l . K. . Ay. . } ' l,J l- ,] l- ,] l- ,] l,J l,] 
~'-·"' .. I L _, 
Following the same logic, it can be shown that: 




AH. . =HKH .. 1 { l,J l,J-
or, 
AH. . =CH. . l l,] l,J-
Similarly. 
CV .. =HKV .. { 
l,] l,] 
and, 
K . . 1 K . . 1 rol,J+"2+ rwl,J+"2 
).loi,j ).lwi,j } 
K . . 1 
rol,J-"2 + 
).loi,j 
K . . 1 
rwl,J-"2 
).lwi,j } ' 
K . l • 
rol-"2,] + 
).loi,j 












AV .. =CV.+l . 
l ,] l ,] (37b) 
(b) G and QTERM 
From Equation (21), a term, Gl, lS defined as follows: 
Gl . . = l,J 
s . . as 
P V { ol,Jc o) + •••• Q ~p .. l,J I-' •• a l,J 
s . . as 
Wl,](~) } 
s .. aP i,j 
Wl,J Ol,J 
Defining G = Gl/6t yields: 
G= - P.~ti,j s . . as { Ol,J(~) + s . . aP i,j 
Ol,J 
s . . as 
Wl,J(~) } 
s . . aP i,j 
Wl,J 
( 3 8) 
(39) 
Since a gas phase was not included in the present 
study, the oil phase must be assumed above the bubble point. 
Thus, both 8 and S can be computed from their phase 
0 w 
compressibilities. For water, let us assume S =1 at stand-
w 
ard conditions and that S is a function of water compress-
w 
ibility, which is a constant. The proper compressibility 
relationship is derived from the following equation of 
state: 
1 c !::! - v w-
av 
aP 
multiplying the above equation by Vstd/Vstd 
(40) 
c = - 1 
w V/V Std. 
or, 
c = 1 







Similarly, applying the same type of equation for oil 
above bubble point, Equation (39) is reduced to: 
G= (P.V.) .. { C S C S } t-t :1... 'J . . + . . 0 Ol,] W Wl,] (42) 
QTERM can be readily computed from Equation (19). The 
arbitrary selection of flow rates for both phases violates 
the physics of the system since this exceeds the degrees 
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of freedom imposed by the relative permeability relationships. 
The convention assumed true in this study is that the total 
volumetric outflow at the production end is equal to the 
input (QTERM .. ) at reservoir conditions. The relative 
ln] 
volumetric production of oil and water at the production end 
will depend on the mobility ratio of oil to water, which lS 
expressed as follows: 
QTERMP d (K Ill ) . . ro . . ro o l ,J 




Q =QTERM - Q 
wProd. . Prod. . oProd .. l,J l,J l,] 
(44) 
This glves flow rates at reservoir conditions, the condi-
tions at which they are applied in the model calculations. 
As can be seen from Equation (19) the QTERM depends 
on the total volumetric rates of flow of the fluids which 
will be different for each block in the production and 
injection zones. For bottom water injection the volumetric 
flow rate will depend on the face area of the block, and 
for production it will depend on the height of each block 
ln the production zone. 
Let us define QINJ as the total volumetric injection 
rate of water and QPROD as the total volumetric production 
rate of fluids. MWELL represents the number of blocks in 
the production zone. Then, 
= QINJ TI(flx.) 2 
Qw . l 2 m,J L:TI(flx.) 
N J 
and, 








Where QProd represents total volumetric flow rate at 
each block. 
(c) Capillary Pressure And Gravity Drainage Terms 
The capillary pressure and gravity terms and handled 
ln the same way as done previously for pressure. Let 
PCTRMH and PCTRMV be the capillary pressure terms ln 
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. 
n+1< PCTRMH. . =AWl. . Pc. ~ 1 l,] l,] l,]-~ 
n+1< 
+ BWl. . Pc. ~ 
l,] l,] 
n+1< 
+ CWl. . Pc. \,/ 
l '] l '] T.a, 
(47) 
and, 
n+l n+l n+l PCTRMV. . =AW2. . Pc. +1 • +BW2. . Pc. . +CW2. . Pc. 1 , • l,] l,] l ~,] l,] l,] l,] l-"2,] 
(48) 
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The present model lS assumed to be layered vertically 
with individual layers being horizontal; thus, the horizontal 
effect of gravity drainage is not considered. Considering 
only vertical drainage: 
n+l n+l GTE RM . . = AW 2 . . ( C p !::,. Z ) . + 1 • + B W 2 . . ( C p !::,. Z ) . . l,] l,] w l ~,] l,] w l,] + 
· n+l n+l CW2 .. (Cp D,.Z). 1 • +A02 .. (Cp t::,.Z).+ 1 + l,] w l-~,] l,] 0 l ~') 
n+l B02 .. (Cp D,Z) .. 
l,] 0 l,] (49) 
This completes the description of terms constituting 
the coefficient D ... Thus, the following form of this 
l 'J 




DH .. = 
l,] AV .. P.+l . + (AV .. +CV. l,] l ,] l,] l,] ~ ) pn CV pn D,t/2 i,j - i,j i-l,j 
+ QTERM .. +PCTRMH .. +PCTRMV .. +GTERM .. l,] l,] l,] l,] (50) 
and, 
1 G. . 
n+% rl-H-D V . • =-AH . . P . ~ l + ( AH . . + CH . - ) n+ L n+12~ P. ~2 ~-l 
'] -CHl .. Pl. J. +l l,] l,] l,]- l,] l,] i.J ' 
+QTERM. . +PCTRMH. . +PCTRMV. . +GTERM. . . l,] l,] l,] l,] (51) 
The solution of Equations (50) and (51) is obtained by 
Alternating Direction Implicit Procedure. This computation-
al technique is discussed in Appendix C. 
3. Material balance calculations 
n+l The saturation in block (i,j) at timet can be 
stated as the saturation at the beginning of the time step, 
tn, plus the change in saturation during the time interval, 
6t, shown as follows: 
Where: 
6S .. = 
l 'J 
(Mass in) .. -01ass out) .. -(Mass produced)6t l,] l,J 
(Density) C d (Pore Volume). . 
res. on . l, J 
From Darcy's law, 
= 
ps K K A. . 6<P. • 
r l,J l,J 
then, 
am 6t mass ln = at 
ps K K A. . 6 <P. .6t r l 'J l 'J 






The fluid which enters in the block (i,j) comes from block 
(i,j-1); similarly, for vertical flow the fluid comes from 
(i+l,j). The equation for flow in horizontal direction 
are derived as follows. The equations for flow in the 
vertical direction follows by identical logic. 
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(Mass in) .. -
l,] 
K .. 1 K .. 1 A .. lltps(<P .. -<P. . ) l,J-~ rl,J-~ Xl,J l,J l,J-l 
a llx.+llx. 
j.J• lll· 1 ( J ]-l) J- J -"2 2 
(56) 
us1ng the previously defined variable, HKH, Equation (56) 
converts to following form: 
(Mass in) .. -
l 'J 
K . . 1 ( HKH) . . 1 ll t p s ( <P • • - <P. • l) rl,J-~ l,J- l,J l,J-
s. lll· 1 J - J -"2 
(57) 
Applying similar logic, the mass out term 1s readily ob-
tained as: 
(Mass out). . -
l,] 
The production term 1s written: 
(58) 
(59) 
Combining Equations (56), (57), (58), and (59) yields: 
K .. 1 (HKH) .. 1 lltps(<P .. -<P. · 1 ) A { rl,J-~ l,J- 1,] l,J-




By substituting PRes=ps/B ln Equation (60), the equation 




( S . IS . l) K . . 1 ( HKH) . . l ( \P. • - <P. • l) L1 t J J- rl,J-~ l,J- l,J l,J-
]J • Lp • V • • • 
J -~ l 'J 
K .. +1 (HKH) .. (<P •• +1 -<P .• )l1t rl,J ~ l,J l,J l,J 
]J • +1 p. v . . . 
J ~ l 'J 
B·Qp d .. l1t J ro l ,] 
p. v. . . 
l 'J 
( 61) 
Explicit computation of each of these terms for each 
block in the model, yields a complete set of saturations 
at the latest time level. 
4. Miscellaneous relationships 
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Techniques for computing fluid properties and relative 
permeabilities are pertinent to the solution of the problem, 
but not to the theoretical development. Thus, a discussion 
of these parameters is relegated to Appendix E. 
5. Scaling technique 
Consider two radial systems. Let system No. l have 
an lnner radius of r 1 and for System No. 2 it ls r 2 . The 
height of the system, the outer radii and the viscosities 
of the flowing fluids are the same. If the rates of flow 
of fluids are identical, then, by analogy of Darcy's law, 
the following is true: 
2nK1h~Pl _ 2nK2 h~P 2 
Q = ~ln(re/r~) ~ln(re/r 2 ) (62) 
It is clear from the above that the pressure drops, ~P1 
and ~P 2 , can be made equal by adjusting : 
Kl K2 




Thus, it can be shown from Equation (64) that, a system 
having an inner radius of 4" and 50 md permeability, can 
be represented by a system of 15' inner radius and 23.9 md 
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permeability for the same rate of flow of fluid. The outer 
radius for both the systems is 500'. 
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IV. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 
A. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS: 
It is assumed that no flow of fluids occur across 
any of the four boundaries of the model. (Refer to Figure 
(6)). According to the previously defined convention of 
fluid flow, AH and AV will be zero at left and bottom 
boundaries and CH and CV are zero at right and top boundar-
les. The procedure of reducing the above coefficients to 
zero can be shown as follows: 
Let, K=O at the boundary, thus, HKO =0 then~ 
0 
AH=HKH 
0. . 1 ( l,]-"2 Kroi,j-~ + Krwi,j-~ ) = 
floj-~ flwj-~ 
0 . 
Other coefficients will follow similarly. 
B. INPUT PARAMETERS: 
(65) 
Values of the following parameters are supplied to 
the program for the calculation of various coefficients. 
(a) Depth of Water - oil contact below datum. 
(The top of the first row of blocks is considered as 
datum for the model), in feet. 
(b) No. of blocks or divisions of both the row and columns. 











(d) Porosity, as a fraction. 
(e) Horizontal and vertical permeability of each block 1n 
darcies. 
(f) Horizontal and vertical dimensions of each block, 1n 
feet. 
(g) Pressure at the datum level, 1n Atmospheres. 
(h) Compressibilities of oil and water, in Atmospheres. 
(i) Connate water saturation, as a fraction. 
(j) Residual oil saturation, as a fraction. 
(k) Viscosity of water, in Cp. 
(l) Bubble point pressure of oil, 1n Atmospheres. 
(m) Formation volume factor of oil at B.P.P. 
(n) Time step, in seconds. 
C. INITIAL SATURATION AND PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
Fluid saturations are assumed to be initially at 
capillary equilibrium. The water-oil contact is horizontal. 
The rise of water in a block (determining water saturation) 
will depend on its capillary pressure, which is a function 
of the density of water and its distance from the water-oil 
contact. This relationship is written as follows: 
Pc .. = 0 · 00096714 x (ZWOC - Z(I)) 
l,] 
(66) 
Thus, the distribution of oil and water saturation for each 
block in the system can be obtained by calling subroutine 
SATIN (See Appendix D). 
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The distribution of pressure in the gridded system 
will depend on the density gradients, vertical dimensions 
of the block and the pressure at the datum level. According 
to the assumption that the pressure is acting at the center 
of the block, only half of the block's vertical dimension 
1s taken. To obtain more realistic results, average densi-
ties are computed based on the phase saturations, as follows: 
pi-l/2,j=( (poSo. 1 .+pwSw. 1 .) /:,Y. 1 .+(poSo .. +pwSw .. ) l- ,] l- ,] l- ,] l,J l,J 
t:,Yi,j) I (t:,Yi-l,j+t:,Yi,j) ) (67) 
Thus, the pressure can be propagated from one point to all 
other blocks in the system by the following formula: 
P .. =P. 1 .+p. 1/2 .x 0.00096714 X (/:,Y. 1 .+/:,Y .. ) /2. 
l,J l- ,] l- ,] l- ,] l,] 
(68) 
D. SCHEME OF COMPUTATION: 
1. Subscripts of Parameters: 
It is clear from Figure (4) that the subscript j moves 
from left to right and i moves from top to bottom in the 
grid system. In the present study all calculations are 
initiated from block (M,l). After beginning, the calcula-
tions move from left to rights for the horizontal direction 
and from bottom to top in vertical direction. 
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Thus, for a block (i,j) the fluids will enter in the 
horizontal direction from the block (i,j-1). In vertical 
direction for the same block the fluids will enter from 
block (i+l,j). 
2. General flow diagram: 
A general flow diagram is presented in Appendix A. 
Here its main features are discussed. It can be divided 1n 
two principal parts: 
(a) Main program 
(b) Subroutines 
(a) Main Program 
This portion of the program has following features: 
(i) Read the input data as already outlined. 
(ii) Calculate AX, AY, BULKV, PORV, ~Z, HKH, HKV, 
Initial pressure and saturation, Q .. and QP d terms for 
w1n3 ro 
each block. 
(iii) Read time step and number of iterations to be 
done for that time step. 
(iv) Call main subroutines to calculate pressure and 
saturation. 
(v) Print out results. 
(b) Subroutines. 
Subroutines COEFF and MBAL are the ma1n subroutines 
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used to update pressure and saturations. They have the 
following features: 
l. Subroutine COEFF 
(a) Set: AH=O, for all blocks ln first column 
AV=O, for all blocks ln bottom row 
CH=O, for all blocks ln last column 
CV=O, for all blocks ln top row 
(b) Calculate AH, BH, CH, GH, PCTRMH and AV, BV, CV, 
GV, PCTRMV for all the blocks. 
(c) Calculate DH using coefficients of vertical direc-
tion. 
(e) Call TRIDAGX to calculate pressure at (n+l/2) time 
level. 
(f) Calculate DV uslng coefficients of horizontal direc-
tion. 
(g) Call TRIDAGY to calculate pressure at (n+l) time 
level. 
2. Subroutine MBAL: 
(a) Set AAW=O, for all the blocks ln the first column 
and update saturation for this column. 
(b) Update saturations for all the blocks between first 
column and last column. 
(c) Set BBW=O, for all the blocks ln the last column 
and update saturation for this column. 
(d) Repeat the above procedure for vertical direction, 
starting from the bottom row. 
(e) Calculate fluid production terms (QProd) and water 
oil ratio. 
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(c) Extrapolation Technique For Relative Permeability. 
From Equation (57) it is clear that the (Mass in) .. 
l,] 
term for a block depends, besides other factors, on there-
lative permeability of the phase. The relative permeability, 
in turn, is dependent on the saturation of the phase. In the 
strictly Explicit updating of saturation, the relative per-
meability is determined at the current time level and at the 
center of the block. Or, 
Kn = 
r (Explicit) i,j-~ K n r ( S. . 1 ) 
l,J-"2 
(69) 
In the extrapolation technique the relative permeability 
lS extrapolated to (n+l) time level using (n) time level 
saturations. Thus, 
Kn+l = K (S~ .) + ~a (Kn) 6s 




3 . Model data 
In order to illustrate that this model lS useful for 
practical applications, the data used have been chosen to 
represent a typical petroleum reservoir : 
Outer Radius .......................... 500 ft. 
Inner Radius ........................ . 15 ft. 
Pay-Zone Thickness .................. . 125 ft. 
Thickness of water-bearing blocks ... . 25 ft. 
Number of blocks ln any row ......... . 10 
Number of blocks ln any column ...... . 10 
Water oil contact ................... . 125 ft. 
Initial pressure in the reservoir ... . 200 Atm. 
Connate Water saturation ............ . 0.20 
Residual oil saturation ............. . 0.18 
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Compressibility of oil .............. . 
Compressibility of water ............ . 
Porosity of sand .................... . 
7 X l0- 4Atm:1 
5 X l0- 5Atm~1 
0.25 
Density of oil ...................... . 
Density of water .................... . 
0.7 gm/cc 
1.0 gm/cc 
Table I shows the horizontal and vertical dimensions 
of each block. 
Figures (7) and (8) show the capillary pressure and 
oil viscosity curves used in the study. 
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·HORIZONTAL DTMF.NSTONS 
Block I,l I,2 I,3 I,4 I,5 I,6 I,7 I,8 I,9 I,lO 
No. 
!:JX 
(in ft) 115 95 75 50 40 35 30 25 20 15 
VERTICAL DIMENSIONS 
Block 
No. l,J 2,J 3,J 4,J 5,J 6,J 7,J 8,J 9,J lO,J 
!:JY 
(in ft) 10 10 10 12 14 15 17 18 19 25 





















A - Low water-oil transition zone 
B - High oil water transition zone 
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A. INITIAL STUDIES ON THE MODEL 
(i) A pilot model of 36 cells, grided s1x by s1x was 
used in the initial stages to study the behaviour of the 
simulator. It was extended to a ten by ten point system 
when the behaviour of the model appeared normal. 
(ii) An unsealed horizontal permeability of 50 md and 
a scaled permeability of 23.9 md were used on two runs to 
study the effect of permeability scaling on pressure drop 
and water-oil-ratio in the system. The vertical permeability 
was kept constant at 50 md in both the runs. As expected, the 
pressure drop in the system is more when the permeability is 
scaled. However, no appreciable change in water-oil-ratio 
was found. (Figures (9) and (10) ). 
(iii) The extrapolation technique for relative permea-
bility was used in another run and it was noticed that this 
technique gives more stable results with respect to the fluid 
saturations in the model. The water-oil-ratio vs cumulative 
time curve shows a much more acceptable trend (Figure (10) ) 
and a somewhat larger drop in pressure in the system was ob-
served. Figure (9). 
(iv) A built up of water around the producing blocks 
was observed when the extrapolating technique was not being 
























A - Extrapolated Relative Perm. 
with Scaled Perm. 
B - Scaled Perm But No Extrapolated 
Relative Perm. 
C- Unsealed Perm.Only 
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----RADIUS (Ft.)--
FIGURE 9. PRESSURE DROP IN THE SYSTEM 
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FIGURE 10, ~vATER-OIL-RATIO VS CUMMULATIVE TIME CURVES 












saturation in the system appeared normal. 
(v) The extrapolating technique allowed a higher time 
step to be used. Without its use, the max1mum time step that 
could be applied for 75 bbls/day production rate at 30 ft. 
producing interval was 1 day. It was found, on applying, 
extrapolating technique that the time step could be raised 
to 5 days without causing the model to become unstable. This 
lS in agreement with the results reported by Coats 13 and 
R.d. 14 1 1ngs . 
(vi) To study the behaviour of the model at high pro-
duction rates, it was produced at 300 bbls/day and 1000 bbls/day 
The safe limit of time step for these cases was found to be 
1 day and 0.5 days respectively. 
B. CONING STUDIES 
Table II shows a summary of var1ous runs. In each case 
the shape of the 50% water saturation contour was plotted after 
the model has been run for a cumulative time of 500 days. In 
each of these runs the radius of the producing blocks was 
kept 15 feet and a scaled permeability of 23.9 md was used. 
(i) Figure (11) illustrates the effect of production 
rate on the shape of water cone. 
(ii) Figure (12) illustrates the effect of variation 
of horizontal to vertical permeability ratio (for the same 
production rate) on cone shape. In Figure (12) the ratio Kh/Kv 
is between an unsealed horizontal permeability of 50 md and ver-








Horizontal Vertical Viscosity Injection Production Maximum Capillary 
Permeabil- Permeabil Rate Rate Time Pressure Curve (bbls/day) (bbls/day) ity ity At reservoir IAt reservoir Step Curve (Md.) ( Md.) Used Used Used 
conditions conditions Lna"LS.l 
2 3. 9 50.0 A 100 81 3 A 
(Low) (Low) 
23.9 50.0 A 435 355 l A 
(Low) (Low) 
23.9 10.0 A 435 355 l A 
(Low) (Low) 
2 3. 9 50.0 A 435 355 l B 
(Low) (High) 
23.9 50. 0 B 435 355 l A 
(High) (Low) 
(For Explanation of A and B in Column (6) and (8) See Figures (7) and (8) 
respectively) 
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Figure 12. SHAPES OF 50% WATER SATURATION CONTOURS FOR DIFFERENT 





(iii) Figure (13) illustrates the effect of different 
oil viscosities on cone shape 
(iv) Figure (14) illustrates the behaviour of the cone 
ln law and high oil-water transition zones. 
C. DISCUSSION 
The trends of water-oil-ratio vs cumulative time curves 
(refer Figure (10) ) agree with the curves reported by McDonald 
and Coats 13 in their study. Also, as expected, it was pos-
sible to use a larger time step when extrapolating technique 
for relative permeability was used. However, very large 
time steps (such as 100 days) could not be used in the present 
study. As already discussed in Chapter II, large time steps 
are possible only when saturation calculations are made by 
completely implicit methods. 
The scaling technique has been found practical on the 
basis of the results obtained. Figure (ll) shows that a high 
production rate, such as, 300 bbls/day cause a steep rise ln 
the cone shape around the well bore, where as, low production 
rates (75 bbls/day) do not have a pronounced effect on the 
cone. This is in accordance with the theory. 
Figure (12) shows that the cone growth is more if hori-
zontal to vertical permeability ratio is less. This is in 
l . . . 12 accordance with the results reported by ear ler lnvestlgators 
Figure (13) shows that, for lower viscosity oils the cone 
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A - Using high capillary pressure curve (B) 
Figure 7. 
B - Using low capillary pressure curve (A) 
Figure 7. 
C - Original 50% Sw Contour for Cap. Pr. 
curve (B) 
D - Original 50% Sw Contour for Cap. Pr. 
curve (A) 
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viscosity oils the mobility ratio of water to oil is higher. 
In the radial system the pressure drop is more for high 
viscosity oils which causes the water to advance rapidly 
towards the well. 
To study the behaviour of the simulator with two differ-
ent initial oil-water saturation distributions and different 
capillary strength, the capillary pressure curves A and B 
(Figure (7) ) were used to distribute the oil-water in the 
system. As expected, the rise of the cone around the well 
bore is steeper for a larger oil-water transition zone. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions are drawn on the basis of 
this study. 
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1. A permeability scaling technique has been developed 
and it can be used for practical applications. 
2. This technique, when used with an implicit extra-
polation technique for relative permeability, has been found 
to glve satisfactory results. 
3. It is possible to use larger time steps without 
making implicit saturation calculations. 
4. With the use of this technique, uneconomical re-
strictions on the saturation changes around the well bore 
are no longer required. 
5. The model can be used for making field studies of 
the effect of water coning on production performance and 




APPENDIX - A 
NOMENCLATURE 
A = Face area of the block; 2 em 
B.V. = Bulk Volume, 3 em 
c = Compressibility; Atm 
-1 
H = Horizontal direction 
M = Number of blocks ln a column 
N = Number of blocks ln a row 
0 = Oil phase 
p 
= Pressure; Atm 
Q ::: Flow rate, cc/sec 
r = radius of a block, em 
s = Saturation, fraction 
v = Vertical direction 
w = Water phase 





z = Ve.rtical distance of a block from datum; em 
s = Formation volume factor 
.6.t = Time increment 
ll = Viscosity; cp 
p = Density; gm/cc 
cp = Porosity, fraction 
APPENDIX B 
GENERAL FLOW DIAGRAM 
READ INITIAL DATA-
CALCULATE INITIAL 















n+k In the Equations (50) and (51) new pressures P 2 + 





B. P. 1+c. 1P. 2 l,l l, l, l, 
A. 2P. l+B. 2P. 2+C. 3 l, l, l, l, l, 
A. 3P. 2+B. 3P. 3+C. 3P. 4 l, l, l, l, l, l, 
=DH. l,l 
=DH. 2 l' 
=DH. l,3 
i,j=i,n-1 A. P. +B. lP. 1+ 1,n-l l,n-2 1,n- 1,n-
i,j=i,n 
Where AH. 1 =0 & c. =0 1, 1,n 
C. 1 P. DH. l 1,n- 1,n= 1,n-
A. P. 1+B. P. 1,n 1,n- 1,n 1,n 
=DH. 1,n 
The solution of this matrix ls as follows 
GMA1 =DHi,liBTA1 
BTA.=BH .. -AH .. CH .. 1 /BTA. l' for j=2,3,4, ... n J l,J l,J l,J- ]-
GMA.=(DH .. -AH .. GMA .. 1 )/BTA .. , for j=2,3,4, ... n. J l,J l,J l,J- l,] 
64 
Pr:+~=GMA l,n n 
n+k n+k P. 3=GMAJ.-CCH .. P. 3+ 1 )/BTA.+l' for j=n-l,n-2, ... 1 l,] l,] l,] J 




We have to convert ~ x em to atmospheres. 
cc 
3 ( 62 . 4 lbs/ft ) 
mice 
( 14 . 7 1bs/inch
2 ) 
Atm 
. h2 (144 lnc ) 
ft 2 
= 0.00096714 ( Atm ) 2 gm/cm 
(30•48 em) ft 
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APPENDIX E 
SUBROUTINES FOR COMPUTING FLUID PROPERTIES 
AND RELATIVE PERMEABILITIES 
Various subroutines which are used in the calculation 
of pressure and updating of saturation are discussed here. 
A. SUBROUTINE PERMR 
This subroutine is used to calculate the values of 
relative permeabilities to oil and water at a particular 
saturation of the fluids. Smith 16 has shown that where 
there is a simultaneous flow of oil and water ln a water 
wet intergranular type porous media, realistic permeabili-
ties to oil and water can be obtained by using the follow-
lng equations. 
4 ~ K = ( Sw) {(Sw- Swc) I ( l.- Swc)} 2 
rw 




The above equations are valid for water imbibition. 
B. SUBROUTINE BETA 
The equation of state for a slightly compressible 






a s . WJ 
aP E(3) 
Integrating the above equation from 1 atm. to Pi,j 
atm., yields 
a _ -Cw(Pi,j-1) 
f-l • -e WJ E(4) 
Similarly the compressibility equation for the oil 
phase above the bubble point may be written. 
c = 0 
l 
- so E(S) 
Integrating the above equation between B.P.P. and Pi,j, 
yields. 
s 0 .. 
l 'J 







This subroutine calculates the value of capillary pressure 
for a particular block at its particular saturation. In the in-
itial stages of study a number of observations on the capil-
lary pressure curves (Figure (7)) were read and a table 
look up subroutine was used to find the corresponding value 
of capillary pressure using a linear interpolation technique. 
L 1 f . 17 d ater, a east squares curve lt program was use to 
68 
develop equations for both the curves. The average devia-
tion in both the cases was less than 1%. It was noted that 
the use of curve fit equation gives equally good results 
and takes less computer time than table look-up. 
D. SUBROUTINE SATIN 
This subroutine determines the values of initial water 
saturation in the system from the capillary pressure of each 
block. The capillary pressures of each block are calculated 
in the maln program. 
E. SUBROUTINE VISC 
The viscosity of water lS assumed constant and equal 
to unity. The viscosity of oil is calculated by the follow-
lng curve fit obtained for each of the two curves. 
~ =~ · · . l + 0.0001 (Pi,j X 14.7) 
o. . o lnltla l,J 
For curve A (Figure (8)) the initial value lS 1 cp 
and for curve B it is 5 cp. 
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APPENDIX - F 
LISTING OF THE PROGRAM 
... ............ , .. ...... , ....... , ....................... , ......................... . 
f 




V!Rf~~Ra ~ . ~UTTA 
·~AY, 1 q7 0 
...... .... . , ... ..... , . ' ............... .... ............... .... ................ ·-·- . 
, H1l ,c;w~lclo, lOl 
.....:1 
o 
on 7 1 J = 1 , 1\J 
OELX(J ) =Df l.X(J l *30 . 4E 
DO 12 I '="1 ' ~1 
DFLY f !> =Dt=LY ( T )*30 . 43 
l ( ll =Df l. 'I'( l l /2 . 







. · - 1 1 0 I = 1 , .M. I -- •· " on 1 rc-:r=T,~------­
PCAP= o. ooo96 714*1RH OW- R.HOP I* I Zwcc - z <IIJ 
CALL SATTt\ 
S W t I , J l =SAT R 
S w·( PI , J ) = G. 3 2 
SO ( I , J ) = 1 • - S -h I I ., J ) 
S02 ( 1 ,J) =Sr t I ,J) 
SW N 1( I , J.) = S_W ( I . t . J_) _ ~U"llt I ,JJ=SOIT,Jr 
SW 2 11 l , J l = ~ W ( I , J l 
PINIT-=2U O. 
ll=Z Cl) 
nn r11 1 J = 1 , N PA(l,J)=PTNIT+0.00096714*(RHOO*SC(l,J)+RHOW*SWf l,Jt)*Z7 
Ul I-=2 , r-1 
J-= 1 
• 00 3"lQ l = l~MWE-ll WE LL=W[ll+OE LYCJ) 








, PROOI=QPRnO*OELY (l )/ WELL 
"" (~A f-~\ . ae ARt b: I It I( n /'lt Mlln' 
'WR 1 T E ( 3 , 11) ( ( PA t 1 , J) , J= l , N ) , l = l , M) 
WRITE('3 , l4 J 
W R IT F ( 3 • 15 ) ( ( S W ( I , J ) , J= 1 , Nl ) , I= 1 , M ) 
n ·Mt:-=o•- -- - "~~- ~- --··- · -- - -
OOELT=O . O 
SGC =0 . 0 
TIMF= O. O 
I WOP.-0 . 0 · 
JTfPLM=l 
IPRINT=O 
no 99q 1 Jl<= 1 , 11 
REA 0 t 1, 2·0-t-l DE t l ,-1·t ODP 
OOELT=OELT 




_ C C PNF.W Cl 'et··•J=l, NJ, 1=1, ~) 
2t55~) •ct SWtt. ,J•l,Nl,l=l,~) 
WR l T E C 3 t 50 5 J 0 T ME, r>Df ' _ 
-p- F~Urrt.-{50X"t ~-wA""Ta -s tiTUR. ATIUJ<rf\r-'S rw ~, /T'J.-- --
1~ ~OR=~tJ.~tt ,~bk~lN,}JA.l PRESSURES',/~ 
11 ii'~TI~X.IOF10.3~ 
70 FOP.MAT( 1X, 1 0~::::t:i-- ---- -
79 FORMA1ClX ,• nFtTAY• , 
133 FORI" · C2FlQ.4) 
2'JI FO • 3 iTU 
2C6 FORMATC' t~5X~'TT_,.f IN riAYS=' t'Fl 2 .4,/,45.X, •TtM F STeP USEf) 1 ,1=12.4, 
l'OAY'l 
207 fORfi.ATfSOX, ' P~ESSURF IN ATI' 'zl ./) 0)!4:;:!' 210 FD~rrn0ux ,twA-1 fR SATORl\T '01\S', ITJ ·~-. 
225 FO~~ATC/,'iX,'Cll PRODUCTION • ,F8.2,'ABLS PFR O~Y' ,,,.,>t,•WAT£R OIL R 
1ATJO',F8.4,/) 
333 FORMATt/,4?X,•NO . OF lffRATtC~S DfNE ' ,Y3,/) 
?0'5' FORMAlT'T'.,lOX.,'PUNCHED GUT PUT ffliY1\1:EN' . PROGU.t'ElJl=OR P~E~ORF--A'ND 





SU~R.OUTl t\f COEFF 
1--- CQtWQN/--W./.-O.E.L.X.u.s..l~.O-f:l~ Y (-,1.. ~) t ~1tAP.;{-l-5-) .• .7~l .... ~U'bKV ( 10, 1 ("I) , ~W+l.Qc• ·,lOh 
lPfiH'H ( 10", 10), PEf\..,Yt:lOt lOt ,PORV no, 10 ) 1 SO C 10, 10 l , 1\R EAY I 1n, 10), 
"2. P A f ? C, 2 C.t , P 8 ( t 0 , 1 0 l , H K H ( 1 C , l C J , H 'K V ( 1 0 ,t 0) , CO (l 0 , 1 0 ) , 0\-J ( 10 , 1 0 ) , QT 
1FRM(l0 ,10) , GTfRM (l 0 ,10l ,C WH!l0 ,1 0) , CWV (l 0 ,1 0 ),PCT RMH (l0,10),PCTRMV 
4-l 10., 1.0. l , AWH I LC.., tO.l , AO V (. l.O , l 0) , .". W v f l O.,JO..l .• ARf_,AX...(~ l-0-). • AO.HC l 0, 10 » 
E) , GH ( l ,0 , 1.0 l , G V ( l 0 , I 0 J , $ WZ C l 0 , l 0 ) ,C rH f l 0 , l 0 ) , COV ( l 0, 1 0 ) 
COMMO~ / t 7/1-\ , N 
COMMON /1 3/~~(10 ,1 0 l, BH (l C ,l O l,. CH(10,\0itOHI. t8~10),P~21lO,l0) 
I ((JMMQN /-1-4/ AV ( l c ' tO) ,IHIU.O. J..O..)....C~V-4 10 '1 OJ '0~' 'I 0 I • p~ .. ll9·.-~ 
GO~~ON/J~/BTAO,BTAW 
COM~ON/Jt/X~UC , XMUk 
COM~QN/17/CAPPR 
C..O.."'!M.ON/18/RKO , ~ 
COM~ON/Jq/SQ. ,SW~ 
C:O~MON /110/PHI ,O EL T , P.HnO , PHOW, I SWI CH, CW, CO ,CONVF, SWC, SOR 
COMMON/ I l 1/ P AV 
1. cnMMON/LU'OOBDL~.ARt ,woa.. 
C O~f-1.fl\lfl 14/ SO 2 (1 0 , 10) , SON U 10, 10 J , S WN l C 1 0 , 10) 
COMMON /115/SWNlA ,SONlA 
CO 1 l =l , M 
A.w.Hl l , . ll ::;0 .• 
ll.(lH( 'I, l J -=0 . 
AH f I, 1 ) =C . 
f\WV ( M91 t=O. 
A·Vf MtlJ'-:0 • 
C:'WH ( .lf'Ml=C. 
CO H ( l , N l = 0 • 
CHI !..N-l~D..-
fWV (l,l)=(' . 
COV f 1, I .l= O. 
1 CV f 1,1 ): 0 . 
nn_ 72.2_ 'l.=., aM... 
-- f=M-ll·l-~ 






1- · • :~...;> ~~ S.W.t . .l-.. L~C T, 2) 1~0....5... c-sot·t:.~l·.l '-'·, 2, , *O. " 
1\\J'=·t P:A "~~:PAC l ., 2 l l *0. 5 
SO!\'lA=<;nNl r I, I l 
s.w~u..A-;sw.N 1. t r .. 1., 






Or:J t- J = 
1=114-11+1 




Cf\ll <;PC fll'l 
--.1 
--.1 
S~A=SW C 2 , .J 
CALL 5PCAP 
CAPPR l -=CAPPR 
.S.wA.=S.W C.l., J J 
CALL SPCl~. p 
CAPPO?=CAPPR 
A WV ( 1 , J J =C WV f 2 , J) 
AnV_Ll . _U :rnv I 7 a _t 1 
PC fRMV tT~=AWVfl , ,Jl *CAPPRl + l -A WV ( 1 , J I-CWV( 1 ,J) )*CAPP R2 , 
G l fR~ C l , J) =AWV Ct , JJ* CPHOW*l f 2 )*CONVF J+(- AWV (l,Jt-CWV fl, J J )* (RHOW*l 
lt l l *CONVF l+ AnV (l , J ) * ( ~ HOO* Z t 2 l*CONVF )+(-AOV Cl,J)-C0V ( · t, J ll * l ~H00*7 
2.l l J "l'C.ONV f l __ _ 
A V ( l , J I =A ~J V ( l , J ) +A OV C I , J l 
GV tl,Jl =( PH I/ OE LT l * t CO*Sn tt,Jl+ CW* SW ( t , J )) * BULKV(l , J ) 
77 RV ! 1 , J l =- hV ( 1 , .1)-GV( l , J) *'2 . 
ll!l-.-4.2-l=.J..., M.__._ ~----. -
l"'r) 4? J=l . ~ 
42 OlFn'-1 ( I , J J =O . O 
1\.n='-'~- l 
[\Q 11 ~ J . : l ' 
PAV=PA ( M., J) 
rALl RF:TA 
Tf~~ ( M , J J =~~(~ , J l *BTAH 
M!.u=tt =-~ 
A 
145 OTFRM (l, Nl = t QG{l, Nl *P.TAn+QW ( I, Nl* BTAWI 
no 4q 1 r "= l , ,., 
no 't.9 J :l. ,_N. 
! =~ -I ! + 1 
G v c ~{ , J 1 -::.G v f r··, J , *2 . 
11= t I . FQ . Ml G(1 TO 
- - -- ft: - -
l + 1 , J ) + ( AV ( J , j -) + C V f T, JT-G\7 ( J, J J I* P ~ ( f J J +0 TERM 
, J I ~ P A ( l - l , J ) + PC -l R ~ H ( 1 , J l + PC T R ~ V ( I , J ) + G T E R ~ ( I , J \ 
-.J 
co 
1-- "Tz..A. o1=-q 1 , .u =' t\Yt'l , _J L• C v t 1 , J > -Gv r r~J J i. *PA f 1 ... J 1 •cir EBJH1, J .1- c.v. l t , J, *P 11 t I-
• 1, J t+PC TP MH ( I , J H PC TRM V ( I , J) + GT EP M ( I , J) 
GO TO 4c; 
4 9 9 n H f I , J ) = - A V ( I , .J ) * P A I J + 1 , J ) + f A V f I , J t + C V t I , J ) - G V ( T , .t ) I * P A ( l , J ) + Q T E R .~ 
l!..L_J.L±PU:R ~liH I , JJ±.P.UR.MV (j_...JJ.t.G.lEB...Atf I , . It -- ~ --- - ____ ___, 
4G CfJ'\ITINUF 
f. AlL TP l I"'GX 
no ~ 1 I I ::: 1 , M 
0.0_31 J = l, 'i 
r·:M - I r + 1 
GH C I , J ) =GH ll, J ) *2 . 
l f (J. fQ ,;l)- GR. TO 3 11 
I ·~ •. I f f .J .. FO . f1 1 GQ Ifl 331 
• 
0 OV ( I ,.J) =- AH ( l , J ) * P N2 ( ! , J -1 )+ ( AH ( If J t +C H ( I, J I -GH ( l , J ) ) *!J N 2 ( T , J } - C H ( 
ll, J l*PN2 ( l ,J+l )+ Ql ERM fi,J)+ PCTQMH J,J)+PCTRMV(!,J)+GT ER~ ( l ,J) 
GO TO 31 
3ll. D.\l t l , J l: t AH l I , J l +C!Hl ,Jl-liH.( I. ,J:U *P.N2 { l , .J .l:.CJ:U .L,..J U .E.N.2( I , .J +ll-+OTE.R 
1 M t .I , .I } +PC T R M H ( I , J ) +PC T Rfe1 V C I , J ) + G T ER M ( I , J I 
GO TO ~ 1 
'3 '3 1 I l V ( l , J ) = - A H r I , ,I ) * P "! ?. C T , J -1 ) + ( .AH ( I , J ) + C H ( I , J ) - G H ( I , J ) ) * P N 2 ( I , J ) 
1 ··s; .__._l_t..QJ..EPJ:LLL •. J .l.±ELT.B...M.I:i.i.l. , .J l. t ~C..lR.M.V. L.L ... JJ + GI IFO t- r l, I) .u 




SU~ROUTINF MAAL C OMNON/-Ll./_ .o.fl.-X-t-l-5 ) , OEL.-Y-t-l.S.-) . R.llP.(...J...5....J, l '1 5 ) , 81U:-!(ll ( 10 , 10 h -S-W.l-10 , 10 ·)-, . -- _,._ 
l P'FR.M.H ( 10 , 10 I , pj: R MV l 1 0 , l 0 ) , P(lR V ( 1 0 , 1'0 ) , SO ( 1 a·, l 0 l , A P. FAY (l 0 , 1 0 ) , 
2 PA!20 , 20 ), PB ( 10 , I O), HKH ( l O , lO l , HK V( 10 ,1 0 ) , .QQ (l O l n l, QW (l O,l OJ, QT 
3 fQ ~ ( l 0 , l 0 r, ~TERM ( 1 0 , l 0 I , C WH ( 1 n , 1 0 J , Cw V ( l 0 , 10 ) , P.C f ~ MH ( J 0 , 10 ) , PC T R M V 
'+ tl.O., .t.at, A.Wl:U. tu , lO J , AO.V. ll.O, t o l , .A.wv c. t- o., _l-Q.) .• AR.F Ax.u..o.l-o. ,. -, ~CU:i C-l ..o , .-l QJ 
;.; , GH ( 10 , ln) , GV ! 10 , 10 ) , SW2 C 10 ,1 0 ) , COH f lO ,lO),C OVllO,lO l 
COMM0~/12/M , N . -
CflMMn~/13/AH! 10 , 10 ) , 13H ( 1 0 , 10 ) ,CH l 10 , 10 ) , 01-Ul O,l Ol , PN2 ( 10 , lOl 
~ __ UJMt~Obl/-l 4/ AV 1~-J..O ) .. ~ (. }.().., lO-h~t..J.O...-lO ) ,'QV I 10 , 10 ) 1 D NFW ( Hh-J.O-) 
COMMON / JS / RTAO , BTAW 
CU~MON/ 1 6 / XMUr , XMUW 
CO~MON/17 /C/\PPR 
C.OM.~tU 1.8 /RKO., Rl<W 
COMMON /T Q/ SOA , SWA 
CflMPONII 10 / PHJ ,I)EL T , RHOO , RHO\o\ , LS :~ l CH , CW ,CC ,C C ~V .F, SWC, SOR 
Cfl~~.ON/ 'I ll / PAV __ . . ~-' : .... 
c.o&~!JN /11 3/..QUI!B~W.Ss.l . ~C..R • - -·· ·..-~ ., • •"' 














RR{l:QK'1*HKI·H l , 1) /XMUO 
1 swt I.l~a«I , l~~~~~~W*~PW2~-~o~w~T~R~M~•--------~----------------­





SWA=$Wf f ,K) 






ll.l.S~ Cftll PFP'-1Q 
RRW=RKW*4KV(M,Jl/X~UW 
B~O=RKO*HKV(M , JI/X~UO 
OWTRM.;:OW ( l·i , ... U ~B. TAW 
QOTRM=QO(M,J)*~ThQ 
S~1M,J) ~SW(M ,Jl+TEMP*(~AW*DFLPW?-QWTR~J 
SO(M~Jl=SP(~,J)+TE~P*1~BO*~ELPO?-QOTRM) 
( SO ( M .-Ll~.CLs.o.R..l.-CO.- T.C. -'i - ------------
(~,Jl=SOP 
WlM.fJ)=l .-c;QP 
c; CONT NU:: 
SAISW"=SlH ~, J) -tSW("', J) 
Sf.\TCt'I<,..I\B<)( 1.-SATSUMl 
~WC~,Jl=S~(~ ,JJ/SATSU~ 
SO ( "1 , J ) = <: 0 ( M , J ) I 5 AT S lJ M. 
I E « SP Ui.,JJ-J..J~.$.01U.S..IH M, Jl;:. SUR 
lf(c;nr~,J).GT.<:O~AXJSO(M;Jl=SC~AX 
IF(~Q(M,Jl.Gl.~ORJSO(M,J :c;~~ 
SW(~ , J)=J .-~O(~,Jt 
l.f"ISA.ICHK . LE . SATQLJ GO TO 10 
JSwTCH=2 
1 ') CON T l"'LJr. 
M 1=~-l 








P A VI 2- 0 .~( PAC lC K , .J.)..j.PNE.W(J<:.K, J) _) 
SWA =·SWC I , J) 
CALL «;PC~P 
C APPR 1 =C II, PP~ 




~~~P~BEt~,~~~vi~V!~! +CCONVF_.t-RHCC*C l~~U-ICKIU I I) v4 _, 
CALL BETll 
B.W I M 1: R T 1\ If 
BO UCI;!!BUfh 








SWA=SW( I ,Jl 
SOA.:$0( t,_J) 
S W~ 1 A= S W N 11 T , J J 
SON 1 A= c; 0 N 1 ( I , J ) 
CAll PFRMR 
Bf\r)..tf1C.'O*HKV( t, Jl /XMUO 
rfT~M=fUhW*OWLI I J ] _ - ~ .. J . ' I 
OOT M=~TAO *OOCI ,J) " * 
~W I I , J)=SW( I , , ll-TfMP*(AAW*flELP·4l-f\BW*OE:LPW2+QWTRMl 
50(J,Jl=Snfi ,JI-TFMP*(AAO*OELPrl-RBO*OELPC2 +QOTR~J 
IE.f SQt 1, _ ,J t. Gl . SQR) GQ TO 2.0 
$0( l ,,J I=SOR 
~W(l,J l=l.- SOR 
CONTINUf 
SliM-<; fl f I , L.l.±.S.rLlL J 
S A T"C ~ K = 1\ P. S ( 1 • - S A T S U M ) 
SW<I,J l=SW(l,J l/SATSU"' 
SO(l,J l=SO(J,J )/SATSlJM 
lftSQ(l,J l.LT.SHRlSDlt,J l =SCP 
I F ( S 0 ( I , J l • G T • S 0 M A X l $ 0 ( I , ,I I = S C M A X 
SW (J,J )=1.-SO(f,J) 
l 'F ( SA 1 CHI< • u: . SAT Ci L ) G 0 T 0 15 
I· & ISW ICH= / 
' ~ - - CONTINUf 
CONTINUF 
TF~P=DELT/PGRV(l,JJ 
PAV=PAVfl CALL SETA 
BWTMl.=BTAW 
RO I Ml=~TAO 
I ·• PAV-PAVI2 
.. CALL RETA 
AAk= BTAW*~RW/BWI~l 
hA~=BT~O*SBn/BfllMl 
QW lRM.= B.T Ah.*O.WLL, .J) 
QQTR~~BTAO*OO!l ,J) 
SW C l, J) =SW4l tJ )-TEMP*( AAW*OELPW2+QWT1U4) 
SO ( 1, J) =~0( 1, J t -TEMP* ( AAC*DELP02+COTR ~J 
1- "" .· ,;a L..l.ELS!lLl • .J l .GT .SOR I Gfl. TO -30 · • · ·~"' 
·• SO(l ,J)-=SQR-... - .. 








' COMMON/1 2/M, N COMMON /1 3 /AH(l O,lOJ ,RH(lC,lOJ,CHf10,10),0~(10,lOJ,PN2flOt10) 
0010 11=1,'-' 
--J'!:~"-1l+ 1 - . - ~--
8 TA(ll =BH (t,lt 
GMA ( l l=OH t I, l )/ BTfd l) 
DO 20 J =2 , N I r; TA( J I =mrrttJ ,J AR (Ji..J'"~' l.M I .,J-t,,t',"IJ-
20 GMA (J) = ( nH t I ,J)- AH C ,JJ*GMA{J-Ul/BTA(J) 
PN? I l, N ) =GMfd N ) 
nn 30 J =Z , N 
K"'=N~J + l ---- - ----
~0 PN2 1 J, K J =G~AI K )-( C HCl,Kl~FN2fltK+l)l/PTACK) 










SUB~OUTI Nf PER~R ------c1)•-tt~tntirrt1!tf?J<n .,--nu------------~------------------~ 
COM~nN /J q / SQA, SWA 
CUM~ON /J 15 / SWNl A, SONlA 
SOR=O . 1 A 
-s-t-te ·=o·. 20 
T F ( ~WA . G T. SWC l GO TO 10 
RKW=O . 
RKO =Il.-1( SW/1 - SWC )/( 1 .-S h C- SGP l) l'**? 
10 CON TI NUE 
RKO =Il.-(l SWA- SWC l/ll.- ~ hC -SOR l>>**2 
P K W = S WA * * 4 * C ( S \-1 A- c; \1C l I ( 1 • - S WC ) l * * 0 . 5 
OKP;0=2 • * n ./ ( l . - ~llC- sn~) l * ·ft.- nT. - s·c ·a·..;sWCT/Tl:-=SlflC-S~TlJ 
OKR W= SWA ** 3* ( 4 . -:< l I S WA - SW C) I ( l • - SWC) l * *0 . 5 +S W M ( 2. *I ( SW A - SWC) I ( 1.-
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